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1.1 introduction

The aims of this guidance are to:

•  protect the national park’s listed 
buildings and conservation areas and 
ensure development proposals  
safeguard their uniqueness;

•  promote a wider understanding and 
awareness of the national park’s  
historic environment, local building 
traditions and materials;

•  safeguard the distinctive character of 
local areas and ensure new development 
reflects settlement patterns and 
contributes to a sense of place.

This guidance is aimed at householders, 
owners, architects, developers, and 
businesses who are considering carrying 
out works in conservation areas or to 
listed buildings and anyone carrying out 
repairs or alterations to any traditional 

building in the national park. it is also for  
us, as the planning authority, when we are 
giving advice and assessing applications  
for proposals affecting listed buildings  
and conservation areas. 

We encourage anyone wanting to carry  
out repairs or work to a traditional  
building or structure to contact us  
at an early stage to confirm whether  
the works need formal consent and  
are appropriate for the building.

This planning guidance is one of a series 
that supports policies in the adopted plan.  
it describes how we apply the historic 
environment policies and it is a material 
planning consideration in determining 
planning and listed building applications.  
This guidance should be read in conjunction 
with the adopted plan. 

Our adopted plan’s historic environment policies aim to protect listed 
buildings and maintain and enhance conservation areas  
through sensitive repair and maintenance as well as high quality  
new development. This guidance explains how this can be achieved 
and it sets the standard required for repair and maintenance. 
It focuses on the main issues affecting the historic environment in 
the park and draws on Historic environment Scotland guidance which 
covers the breadth of historic environment technical issues and is a 
highly recommended reference for anyone wanting to carry out work 
to a listed building or to a property in a conservation area. 

Dundarroch, Loch Ard (C)

Traditional roofing skills

Callander
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1.2 Context

The Adopted Plan, in turns, fits within a Scotland wide framework that seeks to protect 
and enhance Scotland’s historic environment, namely:

‘our Place in time’ – the Historic 
environment strategy for scotland  
(4 March 2014), a high level framework 
with a 10 year vision for the historic 
environment to ensure it continues to 
contribute to the wellbeing of the nation 
and its people.

scottish Planning Policy (sPP) June 2014 
- over-arching national policy on land-use 
planning which highlights the role planning 
plays in protecting and enhancing the 
historic environment while still enabling 
change in the historic environment where 
appropriate.

the  Historic environment scotland 
Policy statement June 2106 - national 
policy for the historic environment, 
providing direction for planning authorities 
in conjunction wth Managing Change 
in the Historic environment: Guidance 
notes.

This guidance supplements historic environment policies in the adopted 
plan which seek to protect the character and setting of listed buildings 
and the character and appearance of conservation areas.

Planning Advice note 71:  Conservation 
Area Management complements national 
policy and advises on the management of 
conservation areas. 

the Adopted Plan is also informed by the 
national Park Partnership Plan 2012-2017 
which sets out the approach  
to managing the national park and 
includes policies that seek to protect the 
park’s cultural heritage. 

This planning guidance is one of a series 
which supports policies in the Adopted 
Local development Plan and along 
with this guidance and the various 
conservation area appraisals, is the key 
policy reference that guides our day to 
day planning decisions. These documents 
fit within a wider policy framework all 
of which are a material consideration 
in deciding planning and listed building 
applications.  
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1.3 Why is the historic environment 
important?

The historic environment changes in 
response to natural processes and the 
changing needs and activities of people.  
it is important to ensure the special 
qualities of the park’s historic environment 
are safeguarded as part of the process of 
change for future generations to benefit 
from and enjoy.

Only a small proportion of the park’s 
historic environment has statutory 
protection through designation as listed 
buildings or because they fall within 
conservation areas.  This guidance applies 
to all aspects of the historic environment 
and is intended to assist in informing 
appropriate choices and decisions in the 
wider interests of this valued resource.

The historic environment contributes to a sense of place and identity 
and helps create places where people want to live, work and visit. it also 
shapes, supports and helps to regenerate communities and engender 
community spirit.

Fine 
craftsmanship

Fron simple cottages  
to imposing castles

Social history

Traditional materials and skills

Architecture and the landscape
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1.4 Listed Buildings 

There are three categories of listed 
building:

•  Category A - Buildings of national 
or international importance, either 
architectural or historic, or fine little-
altered examples of some particular 
period, style or building type.

•  Category B - Buildings of regional or 
more than local importance, or major 
examples of some particular period,  
style or building type which may have 
been altered.

•  Category C - Buildings of local 
importance, lesser examples of any 
period, style, or building type, as originally 
constructed or moderately altered; and 
simple traditional buildings which group 
well with others in categories a and B.

Historic environment Scotland has details 
of all listed buildings on their website. You 
can also call us to check if your property is 
listed. 

Our listed buildings policy (Historic 

environment Policy 1) aims to safeguard 
their historic and architectural interest.
listed buildings that are unoccupied are 
most at risk. enabling development is 
encouraged where it’s needed to ensure  
a building is used and protected. 

decisions on proposals for alteration or 
demolition of a listed building will be made 
in accordance with the advice contained 
within the  Historic environment scotland 
Policy statement and the Managing 
Change in the Historic environment 
guidance note series produced by Historic 
environment Scotland. 

Design statements are needed for all 
proposals involving alteration or extension 
of a listed building or for new development 
within the curtilage of a listed building. 
Further information on their preparation  
can be found in our design and 
Placemaking supplementary Guidance. 
A method statement on materials and 
techniques may also be needed. 

Listed buildings are defined as ‘buildings of special architectural  
or historic interest’ and they have statutory protection under the 
planning (listed Buildings and conservation areas) (Scotland) act 
1997. They represent the very best examples of the park’s built 
heritage. listing is undertaken by Historic environment Scotland 
on behalf of Scottish Ministers. listed buildings include structures 
such as bridges, sundials, boundary walls and telephone boxes.

Callander Bridge (B)

Pole Farm Lochgoilhead (C)

St Fillans Episcopal Church, Killin (C)

Edinample Castle (A)

Estate Cottage, Luss(C)

contact details can be found in 
Appendix1 - Further information,  
and on our website.
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1.5 Conservation Areas

in the park, there are eight conservation 
areas; Callander, drymen, Gartmore, 
Luss, Killin, Milton, st Fillans and 
tyndrum. To check if your property lies 
within a conservation area, please check 
maps contained in appendix 4.3 to this 
planning guidance. 

conservation area protection applies to 
all of the land within the designated area 
including not only buildings but also the 
spaces between them, the landscape, 
natural environment and trees. all these 
aspects contribute to the special character 
of each conservation area.

Our conservation areas policy (Historic 
environment Policy 2) aims to protect 
and enhance the special qualities of our 
conservation areas. any new development 
must preserve or enhance the character 
and appearance of the area and maintain 
important views towards and within it 
which contribute to the all-important 
’sense of place’. 

conservation area appraisals are prepared 
by the National Park Authority and define 
the special qualities of our conservation 
areas. They inform decision making and 
help develop enhancement schemes.  So 
far, we have appraisals for callander, Killin 
and St Fillans conservation areas and 
others will be prepared.

Conservation areas are defined as ‘areas of special architectural 
or historic interest the character or appearance of which it is 
desirable to preserve or enhance’. (planning (listed Buildings and 
conservation areas)(Scotland) act 1997.) planning authorities are 
required to periodically assess whether parts of their area meet 
this definition and to designate them accordingly.

architecture of varying styles and periods contributes to the 
special character of callander, Main Street

Gartmore

nestled into the landscape 
the drummond Hotel is a 

landmark building

St Fillans

Callander 
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implications of Conservation Area status
conservation areas are subject to special planning controls as follows:

d.  anyone wanting to carry out works to trees 
within a conservation area must formally 
notify us at least 6 weeks beforehand. Tree 
works application forms are available on the 
Scottish government e-planning website. it 
is an offence to carry out unauthorised works 
to trees within conservation areas. early 
liaison with us is therefore essential. Trees 
can also be protected by Tree preservation 
Orders and, as above, it is an offence to carry 
out tree works which are neither exempt nor 
consented so please contact us to ensure you 
do not inadvertently breach tree protection 
legislation.

e.  all applications for listed building consent 
and planning permission which may affect 
conservation areas are advertised in the local 
press and any views expressed are taken into 
account in decision making.

As with listed buildings, a design statement may 
be needed for proposals within conservation areas 
and a method statement required in some cases. 
Decisions on proposals affecting a conservation 
area will be made in accordance with the advice 
contained within the  Historic Environment Scotland 
Policy Statement, and within the Managing Change 
in the Historic Environment guidance note series 
produced by Historic Environment Scotland.

 These permissions are explained in section 10 
What consents or permissions do i require?

Historic surfaces e.g. a cobbled lane adds to the character of conservation areas 
and to the setting of listed buildings.

Gartmore

Callander, Leny Feus. 

Mature trees contribute to the special character of conservation areas and 
integrate the built with the natural environment

a  Householders need permission 
from the national park authority 
to make alterations or extensions 
to their properties and to carry out 
any repairs using non-traditional 
materials.

b.  any building or maintenance 
works should aim to safeguard 
the historical character of the 
particular building and  area or to 
restore it where it has previously 
been lost.  However, high quality 
contemporary design is welcome 
in conservation areas. new 
development should aim to 
complement and enhance the 
area.

c.   ‘Conservation Area Consent’ is 
needed for the removal of any 
building or structure within a 
conservation area including walls, 
railings, gates, etc. as these form 
an integral part of the historical 
built environment. an application 
will require to be submitted to 
the national park authority. in 
considering any proposal we 
will apply the same tests for 
demolition of a building in a 
conservation area as applies to 
listed buildings.
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1.6 General principles for the protection  
of the Park’s Historic environment

Listed Buildings
We want all proposals affecting listed 
buildings to be of a high quality that  
meets the needs of the applicant and 
ensures the building remains worthy of its 
listed status. all works should respect the 
special character, features and primacy of 
the original building. The setting of the 
building is also important as are views to 
and from it. 

We will not agree to demolition of a  
listed building in the park unless where 
there is exceptional and very strong 
justification meets the tests in the  
Historic environment Scotland policy  
Statement and our listed building policy.

Conservation Areas
likewise, conservation area designation 
does not mean “no new development”. 
conservation areas help make the park 
a special place and they need to be 
safeguarded against inappropriate and 
harmful changes. We want all proposals 
to preserve or enhance these areas and, 
wherever possible, repairs, restoration  
and re-use, and not replacement, should  
be the first option. This would be  
compatible with the historic context and 
best practice. We encourage the use 
of high quality traditional materials and 
the expertise of experienced traditional 
buildings tradesmen for all works in 
conservation areas.

We do not want to lose any building 
or structure that makes a meaningful 
contribution, however minor, from a 
conservation area. proposals involving 
demolition will be carefully assessed and 
agreed only where there are clear benefits 
and where, re-use is not feasible.
      

designation does not mean stagnation. change is a constant  
and we recognise the need to embrace and provide for it.  
Our aim is to facilitate growth, embrace the new while not allowing 
the value and importance of the park’s historical environment 
to be compromised. listed buildings have to be protected and 
conservation areas looked after.

Landmark building in Aberfoyle (C)

Gartartan Lodge, Gartmore (B)

Callander (C)

Sundial, South church Street,dating 
from 1753.  lord esher’s gift to the 
people of callander
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non-designated Historical environment
This guidance, albeit written for listed buildings and conservation 
areas, also sets the ideal standard for repairs, maintenance and 
alterations of all traditional buildings in the park.
The following sections provide guidance on how to carry out:
• repairs,
• Alterations or 
•  new development in the grounds of listed buildings;
in a way that will protect and enhance our built heritage.

Killin Conservation Area

Callander -  
Hidden corner in Ancaster Square

Murray House, Gartmore (C)

Drymen Square
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2.1 repairs

use of upVc windows, doors, gutters, etc. 
would always need formal consent  
and would generally not be supported.  
We encourage enquiries and give free  
pre-application advice including on repair 
work on receipt of written requests. 

Repairs need to be carried out with 
care. Matching original materials and 
building methods is crucial as the wrong 
materials and inappropriate techniques 
can accelerate the decay of traditional 
buildings. This shortens their lifespan and 
usually leads to problems which can mean 
much higher repair costs. also, the wrong 
repairs can result in enforcement action or 
prosecution.

We strongly advise specialist advice is 
sought to inform any works to a listed 
building. The Royal incorporation of 
architects in Scotland (RiaS) website 
has a list of architects with conservation 
accreditation (specialist building 
conservation experience). High quality 
materials and appropriate standards of 
workmanship are required for all works 

to the historic environment in the park
Historic environment Scotland’s website 
has extensive guidance on the repair 
and maintenance of traditional buildings 
including their free INFORM leaflets 
and Short Guides on specific repair and 
maintenance issues.
 
1.0 repair of roofs
The significance of roofs to town and 
streetscapes cannot be over-stated and  
it is important to retain the original 
structure and features such as chimneys, 
pots/cans, skews, ridge tiles, finials and 
bargeboards. Both the sub-structure as 
well as the visible features of traditional 
roofs reveals a lot about how and when the 
building was built. 

We are fortunate in the park to have 
examples of naturally curved timber ’cruck 
frames’ which are built into the stone 
walls of cottages. Crucks, or ‘couples’, as 
referred to in Scots, are pairs of curved 
timbers joined at the ridge. They carry the 
weight of the roof (originally timber, turf 
and thatch) and are increasingly rare so 
should be retained wherever possible (even 
if not performing the original function) 
along with any remaining historic roof 
timbers. 

Repairs to listed buildings and to buildings or structures within a 
conservation area, providing they are made with the appropriate 
traditional materials and techniques, do not need our consent.  
Major repairs however, usually constitute new building works so 
prior consent is needed. 

contact details can be found on  
our website or in Appendix 4.1 - 
Further information

Slated projecting gables, dormer 
windows and porches are common 
features within the park.

Former Muirlands 
School. retains 

this fine conical 
roof feature with 

fishscale slates and 
weathervane  (see   
1.1 Roof materials)

St Fillans. 

Dalveich, Loch Earn (B)

Sketch of timber cruck frame   
© www.canmore.org.uk/collection/1361511
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Traditional roofs are important, complex 
structures with many component parts, 
all of which need to be considered when 
planning repair or refurbishment works 
to ensure the correct techniques and 
materials are used.

1.1 roof materials
Most of the older buildings in the park have 
Scots slate roofs. Other traditional 
materials include Welsh and cumbrian 
slates, Rosemary clay tiles, corrugated 
iron sheeting and a small amount of 
thatch. Scots slate availability is reduced 
because it is no longer quarried however, 
second hand slates are still available and 
should be checked for soundness and used 
wherever possible on roof slopes in public 
view. new slates can be used elsewhere on 
the roof. natural slate alternatives to 
Scots slate will be considered on a case by 
case basis but British sourced slate is 
encouraged because it is good quality, 
usually the best match and has the lowest 
embodied energy costs. consistency in 
the texture and grading of the new with 
the existing slate is important along with 
matching colour, sizes and thickness. Most 
of the traditional roofs in the park have 
been laid in the distinctly Scottish tradition 
of laying slates in random widths and 
diminishing courses. This method reduced 
wastage as the largest slates were used 
above the wallhead on the lowest part of 
the roof and increasingly smaller slates 
were laid as the roof was covered, with the 
smallest slates at the ridge. This traditional 
pattern gives considerable character and 
sense of place and is always encouraged, 
and in many cases required. 

Fish scale or diamond slate patterns are 
also found in the park and should always be 
retained and repairs made with special 
care.

in cases where traditional materials 
are reinstated, for example natural slate 
where concrete tiles had been used, the 
results are transformative. We strongly 
encourage voluntary reinstatement 
of original finishes and features which 
can add considerably to the value of 
the property and its contribution to 
the streetscape. 

Concrete tiles and artificial slate are 
unsuitable as replacements for natural 
slate on listed buildings and in 
conservation areas. 

Traditional corrugated iron roofs are 
characterised by their natural rusty 
colouring or painted finish. We encourage 
the retention of these roofs for as long  
as practicable and then replacement  
with matching profile and finish,  
metal sheeting.
 
Zinc and lead work including copings, 
flashings, valleys and gutter linings  
should be designed and installed in 
accordance with good practice and 
industry recommendations.  
lead Sheet association at  
www.leadsheetassociation.org.uk

Slate roof vents are not traditional and we 
encourage use of a good quality 
breathable membrane beneath the slate 
and, in exceptional circumstances, soffit 
vents or concealed roof ridge vents.
 

distinctive roof detail where slate  
is laid up to face of gable with lime 
mortar filling gap between edge of  
slate and wallhead

new slate roof laid in random widths 
and diminishing courses, with lead 
valley and zinc ridge.

The natural aging process of  
timber and corrugated iron means 
these simple buildings fit effortlessly 
into the landscape.  Repair is required  
if they are not to be lost.

Killin

Zinc Ridge

Lead valley 
gutter

Random Widths

Diminishing Courses
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1.2 Chimneys and skews
These are important features on traditional 
buildings and should always be retained and 
repaired using traditional methods and to 
the same specification and dimensions as 
the original. Skews are the stone tabling on 
gable walls which are bedded and pointed 
in lime mortar and may be supported by 
a skew putt at the foot of the gable. On 
many of the simply designed vernacular 
properties the chimney pots or cans are 
secured to the coping on the chimney head 
with a raised mortar bed called haunching, 
a detail which should always be replicated 
when repairing chimneys.

chimney-heads or stacks in conservation 
areas are important roofscape features 
especially where visible from public 
spaces. They should always be retained 
even if they are not in use because they 
provide good ventilation, help prevent 

dampness in the property and for their 
visual contribution. Some chimney heads 
still retain “thackstanes” indicating that the 
roof was originally thatched.

The removal of a chimney-head or stack 
may be acceptable if it can be demonstrated 
that it is structurally unsound and where it is 
proposed to be reinstated. 

as with reinstatement of traditional 
roof coverings, we always encourage 
reinstatement of chimneys that have been 
removed in the past. Fitting of equipment 
like satellite dishes to chimney heads is 
strongly discouraged and would not be 
agreed on listed buildings or on public 
elevations in conservation areas. 
 

chimney stack design and materials vary depending 
on type/status of building.

Simple  harled cottage chimney with thackstaneSkew detail

See section 2.2 alterations,  
1.8 external Fittings to Buildings

Skew

Dressed 
stone

Mortar haunching

Thackstane

Harled

Lead flashing

Distinctive 
Design
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1.3 decorative features
 The use of decorative bargeboards and 
ridge tiles, finials and brattishing contribute 
to the special character of the building 
and should always be retained wherever 
possible. Repairs should be carried out to 
match existing in terms of material and 
design.

1.4  Flat roofs
Lead is the choice covering for flat roofs 
and for small infill areas on slate roofs. In 
some cases zinc may be acceptable but 
bituminous felt is generally not appropriate 
on listed buildings.

2.0 repair of walls
2.1   stone repair
Traditional stone buildings are built in 
different ways ranging from random rubble 
cottages to the dressed ashlar of Victorian 
mansions. Buildings in the park display a 
large variety of stone types and finishes 
with the smaller, less important buildings 
built with stone rubble and often harled 
and/or lime washed. Middle sized buildings 
also tend to be rubble built but with feature 
sandstone quoins and window dressings. 
The larger, more important and expensive 
buildings are generally ashlar sandstone.

Before undertaking repairs to a stone built 
property, an analysis of the original stone 
should be carried out as the chemical 
make-up of a replacement or infill stone 
needs to be compatible with the original. 
if incompatible stone is used, this can lead 
to erosion of the original stone if it is softer 
than the new (or vice versa) thus damaging 
the building. Stone is a natural material 
and moisture within the building wicks to 
the outside through the stone.  The stone 
should therefore be left in its natural state 
and not ‘treated’ to make it waterproof as 
this prevents the natural evaporation of 
moisture. Moisture will become trapped in 
the stone causing it to soften and degrade. 
Stone decay is also caused by faulty 
guttering or poor architectural detailing. 
Stone should only be replaced where 
necessary. Worn or unsightly stone that 
is still structurally sound should be left in 
place. Artificial stone should not be used.

Decorative timber bargeboards with finials

Callander, Ashlar villa

Gartmore

Estate Cottage, Luss (C)

Random rubble with 
contrasting red sandstone 
dressings to cottage window 
and drystone boundary wall.

Random rubble cottage 
with smooth banding to 

openings

Blairmore. Finial

Bargeboard
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2.2 Mortar for stone repairs
Restoration mortars should be limited to 
small areas of decay and to extend the life 
of a stone which would otherwise have to 
be replaced. 

lime based mortars are most appropriate 
for use on stone walls. cement should 
never be used. We encourage anyone 
needing to carry out stone repairs to 
contact us before starting work to confirm 
whether formal consent is needed.
 
2.3 Mortar joints and pointing repairs
Traditional lime is the most appropriate 
mortar for traditional buildings. Mortar 
can be flush around the stones or slightly 
recessed to show more of the stone face. 
Sometimes the lime mortar is smeared 
(slaistered) over the stone face. it is 
common in the park to see small pieces of 
slate or stone (pinnings) in the mortar to 
fill up crevices between the larger stones. 
as with stone repairs or replacement, an 
analysis of the original mortar is needed 
to ensure a good match with the original 
pointing. Mortar needs to be slightly 
flexible to accommodate normal building 
movements and never stronger or denser 
than the adjoining stones as this will hinder 
natural moisture evaporation. 
Mortar joints should only be repaired when 
needed, to minimise damage to stone walls. 
decayed mortar should be hand-raked to 
ensure the adjacent stone is not damaged. 
Cement mortar should never be used. 
  

2.4  traditional harls and renders
a lime wash or harl covering has 
traditionally been applied where stone 
walls need added protection from rain. 
These finishes allow moisture to wick out 
through the stone. Hard cement render 
on the other hand dramatically reduces 
the passage of moisture, slowing drying 
out times considerably and increasing the 
risk of internal condensation problems and 
accelerated decay of the stone. Original 
stone detailing such as cills, lintels, date 
stones, skewputts, etc should not be 
painted or otherwise covered for the same 
reasons and because the natural stone 
finish, however worn, is an important 
characteristic of the building. 

as with stone and mortar repairs above, 
an analysis of the original harl is needed to 
ensure compatibility with any remaining 
render and with the stone. Wet dash harl is 
most appropriate. if a cement render has 
been previously applied, its removal will be 
encouraged, but only if it can be removed 
without damaging the underlying stone. 
There may be instances where it is best 
left alone. Each situation is different and 
specialist advice should always be sought 
and repairs carried out by experienced, 
knowledgeable tradesmen and in 
accordance with the technical guidance 
from Historic environment Scotland.

Silicone or other modern weather proofing 
treatments are not suitable for traditional 
buildings for the same reason as hard 
cement - they trap moisture in the stone 
causing dampness in the building and 
irreversible damage to the stone. 

Effect  of cement pointing on 
sandstone

lime harling

Callander, 70,72 Main Street

Dunselma Lodge, Strone. (B)
example where exposed stone architectural details are enhanced by 
the harl applied to the walls. 
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3.0	 Repair	of	brick	and	timber	finishes
Brick and/or timber buildings are less prevalent in the 
park but equally important. Repairs should likewise be 
carried out using appropriate, matching materials and 
techniques in all respects.   

4.0 repair of rainwater goods  
(gutters, downpipes, hoppers)
The regular repair and maintenance of rainwater 
goods is important.  Rainwater goods take the rain 
water off and away from the building to prevent it 
from causing dampness and erosion of stonework.  
cast iron was traditionally used and, particularly 
on listed buildings, any replacement rainwater 
goods should be of the same material, design and 
dimensions.  Other materials such as good quality 
cast aluminium may be acceptable, in certain 
locations, providing the dimensions of the original 
are replicated. upVc rainwater goods will not be 
acceptable on a listed building or on public elevations 
in a conservation area visible from a road, park, 
playing fields, etc. Original decorative hoppers and 
brackets should be retained or reinstated. Regular 
painting, removal of debris from gutters and checking 
of joints will prolong their life.   

5.0 repair of gates and railings
Metal gates and railings are often bespoke to the 
property and function as important decorative and 
practical boundary features.  They should always 
be maintained and repaired where needed.   any 
replacement sections should be on a like-for-like 
basis.  Most railings were made from cast iron and 
there are a few surviving examples of wrought iron. 

6.0 Flooding
Some parts of the National Park have always suffered 
from periodic flooding e.g. Aberfoyle,  Callander and 
luss, but in recent years the frequency and scale of 
flooding has increased.  Climate change predictions 
indicate that there is likely to be a higher incidence of 
flooding in the future and an increase in severity of 
these events.  This has implications for the building 
stock. Further advice on how to protect traditional 
buildings from flood damage and how to mitigate 
the effects of flooding can be found in the Historic 
Environment Scotland INFORM leaflet Flood Damage 
to Traditional Buildings.

     

not all downpipes are 
round.  decorative pipe 
brackets reflect the 
status of the building.

cast iron hopper,  Often these 
decorative features go unnoticed 
above eyelevel.

Faulty rainwater goods 
can result in vegetation 
growth and staining  and 
damage to stonework.

distinctive cast iron pedestrian gate

decorative cast-iron railings set into masonry walls 
are common Victorian boundary features.  

Simple estate railings are found throughout the 
national park

KillinCallander

Shore Cottage, Luss (C)

The Kraesult, Callander. Loch Ard

Bridgend

Windows – see 2.2 alterations, 1.5 Windows
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2.2 Alterations

as above you are encouraged to 
use our free pre-application enquiry 
service for queries. Where proposals 
will result in the loss of historic fabric, 
detail or changes to the original layout 
of a listed building, a scheme for 
recording will need to be submitted 
for our approval prior to work 
commencing.

We encourage the restoration of lost 
features but it is important to ensure  
that all restorative work is based on  
sound physical and documentary  
evidence to ensure that work is as 
authentic as possible.

This section focuses on the most common changes to traditional 
buildings, listed buildings and properties in conservation areas. 

Features to retain:
•  Slate roofs and cast iron gutters and 

downpipes
•  Multiple chimney stacks and cans
• Traditional dormer design
•  Variation in height although restricted 

to maximum of two and half storeys
•  Traditional timber sash and case 

windows and glazing pattern
•  Traditional timber doors often with 

fanlight
•  Variation in wall finishes depending on 

age and status of building
• Traditional shopfronts

Alterations to avoid:
•   Slate replaced with concrete tile and cast 

iron rainwater goods replaced with plastic.
•  Removal of chimney stacks and 

replacement with metal flue
•  Traditional dormers replaced with box 

dormers
•   Traditional windows replaced with 

modern styles and different proportions
•   proliferation of satellite dishes on main 

elevation
•   Traditional shopfronts replaced with 

dropped fascias, projecting security 
shutter boxes and flush fitted shopfront

• Modern design, flush fitted doors 
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1.0 external Alterations
1.1 stone cleaning
invariably, stone cleaning damages 
stonework usually because it’s too abrasive 
and also because it often exposes hidden, 
poor repair work, damaged surfaces 
and discoloured stone. Stone cleaning is 
therefore strongly discouraged and would 
only be approved as an exception to the 
‘safe’ manual cleaning technique which 
involves brushing with a stiff natural bristle 
brush and clean water. This method can be 
used to remove organic growth and some 
loosely bound surface dirt and minor  
surface soiling.

1.2 Paint or roughcast removal
careful removal of paint or rough cast from 
a stone wall can restore the stone’s natural 
wicking properties and much of the original 
character and appearance of a building.  
again the use of a specialist is strongly 
advised to ensure the underlying stone 
work is protected. There may be instances 
where the paint or roughcast is so strongly 
adhered to the underlying surface that its 
removal could damage the stone, in which 
case it is best left alone. Trial samples on the 
least conspicuous parts of the building can 
be invaluable. 

Sometimes stone walls, once exposed, 
turn out to not be in good enough condition 
to be left in their natural state. Removal 
of inappropriate paint is nevertheless still 
worthwhile and should be followed by stone 
repairs and repointing as necessary before 
repainting with a suitable paint finish. 
  

1.3 Application of paint or render 
exposed natural stonework, should not 
be painted or rendered except in special 
circumstances and where, the original 
finish was paint or render. Where this is 
the case a micro-porous mineral paint 
should be used or a like-for-like render, 
respectively. The painting of stone 
window and door margins and quoins 
in a contrasting colour to the walls is a 
traditional feature on many buildings and 
will be permitted on a like-for like basis. in 
exceptional circumstances the application 
of a harl or lime wash to natural stone 
may be pertinent for adverse weather 
protection, but should always be discussed 
with the national park authority .

all painted external surfaces including 
rainwater goods, doors, windows and 
railings should be regularly inspected and 
repainted where needed. This will provide 
continuous protection from the elements 
and help ensure the building looks and 
performs as it did when first built. 

although white is the most prevalent 
colour used for windows and doors, colour, 
in the form of “heritage” shades including 
blue, grey, green, dark red, brown and off 
white are more authentically traditional 
and are therefore encouraged. darker 
colours have the effect of making windows 
frames recede giving depth and interest to 
the building’s appearance whereas white, 
especially the popular’ brilliant white’, 
make the windows stand out. They then 
appear an overly dominant feature of the 
building. Modern stains and varnishes are 
usually inappropriate and are strongly 
discouraged. 

The use of darker 
paint colour makes the 
windows recede.

painted stone 

contrasting sandstone 
dressings to windows  
door openings and 
quoins. 

Callander

Milton of Buchanan (B) 
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1.4 Building extensions 
To ensure the special character of 
a traditional building and its setting 
is protected, alterations, including 
extensions, need to be carefully 
considered.

an extension should be located on the 
rear or other subsidiary elevation of the 
building. extensions should generally be 
different to, and distinguishable from, 
the original building in design and form. 
We encourage, high quality innovative 
contemporary design and materials that 
are subsidiary and complementary to 
the main building. Sometimes it is more 
appropriate for an extension to match 
the original style and design and in such 
cases there should be no compromise in 
terms of quality and matching of materials. 
extensions to the sides of buildings should 
be set well back from the frontage and 
be designed to safeguard the original 
architectural composition.

Traditionally open or closed porches have 
been built to provide shelter to a doorway, 
usually on the front of a property and are 
often an integral part of the buildings original 
design. a proposal to construct a porch on 
a building which has not previously had a 
porch will require careful consideration to 
ensure that the character and appearance 
of the elevation is not compromised. early 
liaison with us is advised.

We encourage removal of inappropriate 
existing additions and any that are of inferior 
quality or otherwise detract from the 
building. We also encourage the restoration 
and repair of any extensions that have 
historic or architectural interest instead of 
replacement. 

The importance of using traditional 
materials cannot be overstated and upVc is 
very rarely acceptable.

contemporary drymen church hall extension using traditional materials.

Highly decorative porches - cast iron and glazed and with tree trunk supports

contemporary  
side extension

Drymen (B) 

Drymen 

Strone

Buchanan Smithy. 

We have more information on 
extensions and alterations to residential 
properties in our Placemaking and 
design supplementary Guidance.
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1.5  Windows
Timber sash and case windows are key to 
the traditional appearance of the older 
buildings that we are all familiar with. Most 
of the traditional properties in the park have 
them, consisting of timber frames, historic 
glass, vertical sliding opening and a variety 
of glazing patterns created by the use of 
astragals or glazing bars. The windows 
are set into checks and sealed with mastic 
which traditionally was made from burnt 
linseed oil and fine sand in either red or buff 
colour to match the stonework. 

Horns, the small projections on the side 
frames of the upper sashes, are a later 
addition and are generally not appropriate 
for windows predating, the late Victorian 
and early edwardian periods.

Historic glass, usually crown or cylinder type, 
has a, subtle ripple effect which adds interest 
and depth to an outlook and to views into 
the building. Modern glass is flat and dull by 
comparison. Original leaded, stained,  
etched and frosted glass should always be 
retained or re-used for their decorative, 
historical and cultural interest. Regular 
maintenance and the carrying out of small 
repairs as required will ensure the continued 
presence of these special features.

Other traditional window types including 
original timber casement windows, early 
metal windows and special window types 
found on agricultural/industrial/railway 
buildings are also important to the rich, 
attractive and diverse built character in  
the park. 
 

Good example of the rippling effect of 
historic glass

example of 6 over 6  glazing pattern 
with round headed dormer

edwardian leaded glass windows Victorian bay window. decorative upper 
sash with horns.  plain lower sash .

The Meadows, Callander. (C) 

Murdiston House,  
Callander. (B)  

33 Main Street, Callander. 
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1.5.1 repair and Maintenance
We strongly recommend retention 
of original timber windows which 
can usually be repaired in sections 
as necessary. Repair is more 
economical and substantially more 
environmentally sustainable. Modern 
timber rarely matches the quality and 
durability of the original timber and 
specialist tradesmen seek to retain 
as much of the original timber as 
possible. 

The decay of timber frames is 
avoidable with prompt attention to 
any necessary repairs and regular 
painting to prevent moisture 
penetration. 

Glazing should be fixed with putty or a 
glazing compound rather than timber 
beading. 

The fitting of easy-clean hinged 
systems means that timber sash and 
case windows can be safely cleaned by 
allowing the window to open inwardly. 
This is essential on upper floors. 

1.5.2  Listed buildings
proposed replacement of original windows will 
only be approved in exceptional circumstances 
and usually only where there is specialist evidence 
showing that they are beyond repair. any 
application for replacement windows(s) will need 
to be supported by a detailed condition survey of 
the existing window(s), accurate scaled drawings 
and full details of the proposed replacement 
window(s).

Where replacement windows can be justified:
•  They must replicate the original details 

including materials, design, including frame 
size, and method of opening.

•  Where glazing bars or astragals are required 
these must be of the same profile, proportion 
and materials as the original, be fitted in the 
same plane with any meeting rails located in the 
same position as the originals. astragals should 
never be stuck on the glass.

•  if double glazing is proposed, slim line sealed 
double glazed units, with a maximum 6mm 
cavity and should be fitted into original or 
existing window joinery. astragals should never 
be sandwiched between the glass of doubled 
glazed sashes.

•  if historic glass is present then secondary 
glazing is the method of choice.

•  Historic ironmongery should be salvaged, 
refurbished and re-used wherever possible.

•  upVc framing is not appropriate to traditional 
buildings and will not be supported in any listed 
building .

•  it is not essential that all windows on the same 
building are exactly the same as variations can 
provide important evidence of the buildings 
historical development.

 

See also 2.2 alterations,  
1.3 Application of Paint or render 

Historic glass should be repaired by 
skilled craftsmen.

Traditional timber sash and case 
window

example of modern replacement

Timber windows can be repaired.

Ashagal or 
glazing bar

Bottom 
Sash

Cill

Meeting 
rail UPVC frame

Fixed Pane

Top - hung or pivot 
method of opening
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1.5.3 unlisted buildings in conservation 
areas
The installation of inappropriate replacement 
windows has had a negative impact on the 
special character of conservation areas 
in the park. We want to reverse this trend 
and strongly encourage reinstatement of 
windows that match the original wherever 
possible. as with listed buildings, the repair 
of original windows is always the first choice. 
Replacement is a last resort and will need 
to be supported by specialist evidence to 
demonstrate that repair is not feasible. 

Where replacement windows can be justified:-
•  Windows, that are open to public view,  

i.e. visible from a road, a park or playing fields 
should match the original historic windows 
in terms of materials, design and method of 
opening.

•  historic glass should be retained; if present, 
secondary glazing should be considered.

•  Timber double glazed units may be 
acceptable providing they match the original 
historic windows in terms of materials, 
design and method of opening. 

although the above is encouraged for all 
elevations, we may agree different materials 
and methods of opening to the rear and sides 
if not visible to the public and providing the 
pattern, proportion and frame dimensions 
closely match the original glazing pattern. 
Wide or bulky frames reduce the area of 
glazing and are unacceptable.

1.5.4	Thermal	efficiency	
The thermal efficiency of windows can be 
improved in a variety of ways including the 
use of heavy curtains, shutters (insulated), 
application of glazing film designed to improve 
thermal efficiency, draught proofing and 
installation of secondary glazing. Further 
information on the merits of each measure can 
be found on Historic environment Scotland’s 
website. Care should be taken when fitting 
secondary glazing to ensure architectural 
features such as shutters are not affected. The 
meeting rails and frames of secondary windows 
should be as small in section as possible to 
allow them to be disguised behind existing rails. 
painting the external facing frames and rails, a 
black colour, helps to minimise the presence of 
secondary glazing from the outside. 

1.5.5 Window openings
Window sizes should not be altered including 
by removal of any stone or timber mullions that 
divide twin or multiple windows sets, because 
their relative proportions and patterns are part 
of the character of an elevation. a new window 
opening or conversion of a window to a door 
would very rarely be acceptable on a principal 
elevation but may be otherwise providing 
the dimensions and details, such as window 
margins are appropriate. 

1.5.6 ventilation
Ventilators on glass or trickle vents on window 
frames detract from the appearance and 
character of the building. alternative options 
should be used and we would be pleased to 
discuss these. 
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1.6	Dormer	Windows	and	Rooflights
dormers are present on many traditional 
buildings in the national park and they add 
to the distinctive roofscape of streets.  
There are subtle differences in the design, 
scale and position of traditional dormers 
and care should be taken to ensure the 
original form, and any features such as 
finials and bargeboards, are retained when 
carrying out any repairs or refurbishment.   

The introduction of dormer windows on 
listed buildings where none exist, is not 
appropriate.

The introduction or increase in the number 
of dormer windows on traditional buildings 
in conservation areas may be acceptable 
providing the proposed dormer:-
•  is located on the rear elevation and 

positioned well below the ridge-line of  
the roof.

•  Matches any original dormer if already 
existing.

•  is in keeping with the windows and doors 
in terms of, proportion and alignment and 
reflects the character and proportions of 
the building as a whole.

•  The materials used on the haffits and roof 
of the dormer match the main roof.

Where original, traditionally designed 
dormers exist, their repair will be encouraged.  
if replacement is required then they should 
match the original in form, materials, etc.  in 
situations where non-traditional dormers 
exist, there visual affect can be reduced by 
painting the window frames a dark colour, to 
match the roof covering.

Modestly sized conservation type rooflights 
with a low profile that sits within the roof line 
may be an appropriate alternative where new 
dormers are unacceptable. 

attic dormers Modern conservation rooflight , low 
profile,  metal, top hung with vertical 
glazing bar reflecting traditional features.

good example of 
matching pair of dormers 
with sliding timber sash 
and case double glazing

Wallhead 
dormer

Killin

Callander Main Street 

Modern, 'conservation 
rooflights-'

Original Top - hung  
metal rooflight
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1.7 doors  
doors are an important feature on most 
buildings and original doors should be 
retained wherever possible particularly 
on traditional buildings. Replacement of 
original doors on listed buildings and in 
conservation areas will only be agreed 
where it is evident a door is beyond 
practicable repair. 

The front doors of traditional buildings are 
usually timber, have an outer frame, and 
are vertically boarded or panelled. Rear 
doors tend to be simpler in style. Traditional 
doors, like windows, can be repaired by 
experienced tradesmen and the original 
hardware such as knobs, handles, numbers 
and escutcheons should be retained. 
Replacement, solid flush (plain fronted), 
upVc or aluminium doors with integral 
fanlights, glazing or panelling are unsuitable 
as they do not complement the appearance 
and character of traditional buildings.

although the above is encouraged for 
all elevations. We may agree different 
materials for doors on rear or side 
elevations of unlisted buildings in 
conservation areas, if not visible to the 
public. 

We encourage the reinstatement of period 
door fittings where these have been 
previously removed.

1.8  renewable energy 
The installation of renewable energy 
technologies such as solar, thermal or 
photovoltaic panels, solar slates and 
domestic wind turbines should be carefully 
sited to safeguard the setting of listed 
buildings, conservation areas and sensitive 
landscape settings. They should not be 
visible from public view.

installations may be acceptable in the 
following locations:
• On the ground to the rear of the building
•  On a modern extension to the rear of the 

building, providing that no part is higher 
than the main building

•  in the internal valley of a roof, providing no 
part projects above the ridge.

The siting and construction of facilities 
to store and operate a biomass system 
would also require careful consideration. 
For further information see our design and 
placemaking Supplementary guidance and 
planning guidance on Renewable energy. 

example of a modern 
replacement door 
which does not reflect 
traditional  design and 
materials  

 art nouveau bell push

examples of traditional 
door design

Callander  
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1.8  external Fittings to Buildings
as a general rule, modern exterior 
apparatus should be positioned to ensure 
there is either no or neutral impact on 
the character of a listed building or the 
visual amenity of a conservation area; 
this includes, gas and water pipes, gas 
and electricity meter boxes, flues, gas 
ventilation grilles, solar panels, wind 
turbines, burglar alarms, security lights and 
cameras, air conditioning and ventilation 
plant, satellite dishes and TV aerials. 

1.8.1 satellite dishes
Satellite dishes spoil the look of traditional 
building frontages and detract from the 
overall streetscape. They should be located 
in inconspicuous locations, such as behind 
a parapet wall, within a roof valley or 
concealed by a chimney stack. They may be 
acceptable on a modern, rear extension and 
they can be shared, which minimises costs 
and impacts. Where possible they should be 
painted to blend in with the background. 

1.8.2 Gas Pipes and meter boxes
Holes in stonework should be kept to a 
minimum. any redundant pipes should be 
removed and the stonework made good to 
match existing materials and colour. Meter 
boxes should be fitted to the rear or side, out 
of public view, and, along with pipes, painted 
to match the stone background to reduce 
their visual impact.

1.8.3 Flues
Flues should only be used where it is not 
possible to line an existing chimney to form 
an internal duct. Where one is needed it 
should be positioned on the rear or side 
elevation out of public view and painted to 
match the colour of the stone background.

1.9 Adaptation for Accessibility 
The equality act 2010 requires service 
providers to take “reasonable” steps to 
make their buildings and services accessible. 
any adaptations must also conserve 
the historic environment and changes 
required to improve access will need careful 

consideration and design. it may not be 
feasible to provide full access via the principal 
entrance in every case so alternatives may 
be needed and should be bespoke to the 
particular building using innovative design 
and high quality materials.

1.10  shopfront Alterations and 
signage
Shopfronts, collectively and individually, 
contribute to the character of our towns  
and villages. They represent an important link 
with the social and cultural history of a place; 
family businesses, shops and architecture are 
all closely related to the history of a village or 
town. care will therefore be required when 
considering alterations to shopfronts in the 
national park, particularly if the shopfront 
is located within a listed building or in a 
conservation area.

Shopfront design, planning guidance, will be 
developed to supplement and support the 
development plan.

Simple, attractive 
hanging sign

This fine traditional shopfront 
compliments the building 

within which it is located and 
adds to the character of the 

conservation area.
Drymen

Callander Hostel, 
Bridgend, (C) 
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2.0 internal Alterations to Listed 
Buildings
Many of the national park’s listed buildings 
have fine original interiors. These range 
from functional fixtures and fittings in farm 
buildings and railway signal boxes to the 
grandeur of magnificent mansions with 
decorative plasterwork, timber panelling 
and opulent wall coverings. any changes 
to original interiors should comply with the 
guidelines and advice in ‘Managing Change 
in the Historic environment – interiors’ 
published by Historic environment Scotland.

The original floor plan is integral to the 
character of listed buildings and should 
therefore be retained. if necessary, however, 
to ensure continued use of the building, 
limited changes may be considered to less 
important areas. 

2.1 internal walls and partitions
Historic features may be concealed behind 
newer coverings like plaster or panelling 
which, themselves may be of historic 
interest so care should be taken  
to ensure no inadvertent harm is done  
when investigating.  

Where consent is given for internal 
alterations to the room layout, nibs and 
cornicing should remain intact – with a 
minimum 300mm downstand  and it will 
generally be necessary to replicate cornice 
details at the head of new partitions as well 
as dadoes and skirtings.
 

2.2 internal doors
doors that form part of the architectural 
composition of a room or plan form should 
be retained. Where redundant for circulation 
purposes, they should be locked shut and 
left in position, rather than being removed. 
any new door openings, if acceptable in 
principle, should match existing doors and 
architraves. exceptionally, in principal rooms 
it may acceptable to have a jib (secret) door 
or modern opening to avoid confusing the 
building’s history. 

Traditional panelled doors can have fire 
resistant paper applied to the panelling or 
intumescent paint and edge strips if needed.
 

This decorative 
escutcheon is a fine 
example of original  
door ironmongery   
which should always  
be retained

Restoring plaster 
cornicing requires  
skilled craftsmen.
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2.3 Plasterwork
Old plaster can be fragile so a light touch is 
essential.  in general all decorative features 
however simple should be preserved. 
Suspended ceilings may be acceptable 
in minor rooms if they are above window 
height but should never be used in principal 
rooms or entrance halls with decorative 
plasterwork. 
 
2.4 Chimneypieces
Chimneypieces, along with fireplaces are part 
of the decorative and functional history of a 
building.  They are often central to the design 
of a room so should be retained even if no 
longer needed. if removal is necessary, the 
chimneypiece should be re-used elsewhere 
in the building. We strongly encourage 
reinstatement of missing chimneypieces  
and fireplaces. 

 2.5 staircases
Historic staircases including handrails and 
balusters, are often the most significant 
designed part within a building. They should 
always be retained. Stair lifts should be 
avoided on main staircases in sensitive 
interiors especially if a secondary stair is 
available.

2.6 Floors and Ceilings
Original floors, of interest because of their 
materials, form or surface treatment, 
should be retained and repaired if necessary 
in situ. 

Any lifting of floors or removal of suspended 
or false ceilings for service installation or 
repair, should be carefully done and a look 
out kept for interesting features which may 
have been concealed.

2.7 Kitchens and bathrooms
The fitting of a kitchen or bathroom in a 
principal room is unlikely to be acceptable 
but may be permitted elsewhere if 
freestanding and where they do not  
harm any fixtures of architectural interest. 
en-suite bathrooms should be located 
within existing boxrooms or cupboards and 
where this is not possible, then in secondary 
rooms providing the facilities respect the 
room form and proportions. 

2.8 other services
The installation of services, such as central 
heating pipes, should be easily reversible 
and not damage any architectural features. 
Surface mounting is usually preferable. 
 

elaborate paint schemes and delicate 
plasterwork can be found in a a number of 
listed mansions in the park and great care 
should be taken to conserve these.

Chimney pieces and original fireplaces  
in listed buildings tend to be central 
features in a room and should be 
retained even when the chimney is no 
longer in use.
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2.3 new development in the grounds of listed buildings
Many listed buildings in the national park have large gardens; some are set in designed gardens often, in turn, within a 
magnificent natural landscape, while others contribute to the special character of our towns and villages.  It is important 
that any new development within the vicinity of a listed building, however large or small, should respect the character of the 
existing building and its setting.

1.0  setting
considerable thought was 
often given to the positioning 
of listed buildings and how they 
related to their surroundings 
whether in the landscape, or 
within a settlement.  as a result 
“setting” often extends beyond 
the property boundary into the 
wider landscape or townscape.  
Various factors can contribute 
to the setting including views 
(to, from and across), the 
creation of key vistas often 
framed by natural or built 
features and the relationship of 
the listed building to the natural 
and built environment. Visual 
and non-visual factors such 
as historical, artistic, literary, 
linguistic or scenic associations 
or sensory factors all contribute 
to a listed buildings setting, 
creating a “sense of place “.

From country mansions, 
Victorian villas and cottages 
to agricultural buildings, 
churches or engineering 
structures such as bridges, 

Gartmore House (B)

Elevated position

Listed building set 
within designed 
landscape and 

againstbackdrop  
of mature trees

Open Views to 
and from listed 
building across open 
countryside setting

“..the way in which the surroundings of an historic building or place contribute to how it is experienced, understood and appreciated.” 
(Managing change in the Historic environment, Setting, Historic environment Scotland)

The setting of this man-made structure is made up of 
mainly natural features: - trees, grass and the movement, 
noise and reflective qualities of the River Teith.  A glimpsed 
view of callander primary School is a reminder of the wider 
townscape setting.

Callander Bridge (B)

understanding their original 
setting is important.  any new 
development within the setting 
of a listed building must protect 
the historical landscape and 
townscape context wherever 
possible and be incorporated 
sensitively. There may however 
be circumstances where change 
can improve the setting, and this 
will be considered as part of the 
assessment process.  

assessing the impact of 
development on the setting of 
a listed building or historic place 
involves:
•  identifying the historic assets 

that might be affected by a 
proposed change 

•  Defining the setting by 
establishing how the 
surroundings contribute to the 
understanding, appreciation 
and experience of the historic 
asset or place. 

•  assessing how the proposed 
change would affect the 
setting.

Further guidance on defining 
and assessing “setting”, as well 
as outlining mitigation options 
in the case of development that 
will have a detrimental impact 
on the historic building, can be 
found in Managing Change in the 
Historic environment, setting, 
Historic environment scotland. 
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2.0 Curtilage
The curtilage of a listed building 
is the area of land associated 
with the main property and 
ancillary buildings, and, in the 
case of houses, used for the 
comfortable enjoyment of that 
house.  

curtilage should not be 
confused with setting.  an 
assessment of the extent of 
a curtilage is based on the 
physical layout, pattern of 
ownership and the past or 
present use and function of the 
various buildings.  

For example, coach houses, 
doocots, mews/stable courts, 
walled gardens, lodges, 
boundary walls, garden 
ornaments and gates are part 
of the curtilage and treated as 
part of the listed building even if 
not individually listed.

Listed Building

Ancillary Listed Building (B)

Loch Lomond Golf Club

Ancillary Building
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3.0 views
in both a landscape and townscape setting 
it is important that new development 
does not affect oblique views of the listed 
building nor disrupt the formal approach 
to it.  

To safeguard these views new 
development should be set back from the 
original building line.  principal elevations 
should remain entirely visible from all 
main viewpoints. it is also important that 
new development should not intrude on 
the skyline “silhouette” behind the listed 
building when viewed from key viewpoints.  
any distant views which may have been 
exploited in the design of the building 
should also remain unaffected by the 
development.

Please contact us for clarification of main 
viewpoints and designed vistas to distant 
landmarks/features. 

Tigh Mor, Loch Achray (B)

35 Main Street,
Callander (C)

Tigh Mor is the focal point of this iconic view 
from Dukes Pass, across Loch Achray

Natural Building materials 
and mature planting anchors 
building within lmndscape

New development is 
located away from 
the listed building

This corner feature marks an 
important junction in callander 
and contributes significantly to 
the skyline of the town and the 
character of Main Street. it is 
designed to rise up above the 
adjacent lower buildings 
The natural backdrop reinforces 
its visual importance.  any new 
development should ensure this 
silhouette remains unaltered.

drymen church was originally designed to be viewed from 
Main Street but the construction of the by-pass means that 
its rear elevations are now also open to view.  The new hall and 
entrance has been sensitively designed and positioned so as to 
be subservient to and not detract from the original building while 
acknowledging its gabled designed features.  

Drymen Church (B) 
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4.0 Landscape
The landscape setting of the building should 
be analysed as the loss of garden ground 
can seriously affect the setting of a listed 
building. planting which forms part of the 
original landscape should be retained and, 
where appropriate, the original landscape 
restored. new landscaping should be used 
imaginatively to screen and enhance new 
development and to retain the landscape 
setting of the building. immediate 
surroundings should be maintained 
communally, avoiding individually defined 
gardens. 

5.0 Conversion     
The sympathetic conversion and re-use of 
existing buildings on the site, particularly 
stable blocks, mews, service courts and 
steadings, should be considered prior to 
developing proposals for new build; care 
should be taken to incorporate surviving 
original features in these buildings where 
possible. However, any proposals to alter 
unsympathetically, relocate or remove 
items within the curtilage, such as stables, 
mews, garden walls, stone steps, stone 
paving and cobbled or setted areas are likely 
to detract from the quality of the building’s 
setting and are unlikely to be approved.  

The condition of the main item of listing 
is critical and, where it is no longer in use, 
it is important that the restoration of the 
listed building is sought as a priority. it 
should be a condition that work on the 
listed building be completed, or that an 
appropriate contract has been let for its 
restoration, prior to the commencement 
of new development.

6.0 new development
Where new development within the 
grounds of a listed building is acceptable, 
the siting, design, scale, form, density and 
materials should be sympathetic to the 
listed building, including ancillary buildings. 
The feeling of spaciousness of the grounds 
in relation to the main building should be 
protected for the amenity of the property. 
The scale of new development should be 
controlled so as not to crowd or obscure 
the listed building. no building of similar or 
greater bulk should be erected close to the 
main listed building. The relationship that 
exists between the main listed building and 
its ancillary uses should not be disrupted 
by the new build.

Stable buildings 
successfully converted 
to holiday lodges

now in use as holiday 
accommodation.

Lomond Lodges

Former Post Office House,  
Kilmun Pier (B)
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3.1 What consents or permissions are needed?

We also give free pre-application feedback 
notably on design and materials, and 
indicate whether permission is likely to be 
given or not. Forms can be downloaded 
from our website.

do i need Listed Building Consent?
listed buildings are protected by law 
under the planning (listed Buildings and 
conservation areas) (Scotland) act 1997.  
This means that listed building consent 
is required for any works which would 
affect its character as a building of special 
architectural or historic interest, including 
demolition, alteration or extension. listing 
covers the interior and exterior, and 
includes any object or structure fixed to 
the building, or which has been included 
within its curtilage, since 1st July, 1948.  
listing, therefore, extends to historic 
fixtures or fittings (plasterwork, fireplaces, 
panelling,) and items within the curtilage 
such as stables, coach houses, garden 
walls and cobbled surfaces.

listed building consent must be obtained 
where proposals will alter the character 
of the listed building, regardless of its 
category or whether the work is internal or 
external. 

no listed building should be demolished 
unless it has been clearly demonstrated 
that every effort has been made to retain 
it. The tests for demolition are detailed in 
the Historic environment Scotland policy 
Statement and conservation area policy  
in the adopted plan. 

Where loss of architectural features or 
demolition or partial demolition takes 
place, appropriate recording of the existing 
structure will be expected.  

Repairs which match the original materials 
and traditional methods and do not affect 
the character of the building do not usually 
require listed building consent or planning 
permission. a method statement may be 
requested.

information on how to apply for listed 
building consent can be found on our 
website and the Scottish governments 
e-planning website 

What if the work has already been 
carried out?
It is a criminal offence to demolish, 
alter materially or extend a listed 
building without listed building consent. 
alterations may be subject to enforcement 
action or prosecution. Retrospective 
applications for listed building consent will 
be considered on their merits.

do i need Planning Permission?
planning permission is required for many 
alterations, additions and changes of use. 
Some work can be carried out without 
planning permission; this is referred 
to as ‘permitted development’. Within 
conservation areas, fewer alterations are 
permitted development and most changes 
to the outside of a building, including 
changing the colour, require planning 
permission.

it is essential that you obtain any necessary consents or permissions 
needed before carrying out any alterations or refurbishment 
(other than very minor repairs) to a listed building or a property in a 
conservation area.  We provide free advice in this regard so please 
check in writing to see what consents or permissions are required. 
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Householders within conservation areas 
require planning permission for almost 
all alterations or works affecting the 
exterior of their property. This includes 
extensions, works affecting outbuildings, 
laying of hard surfaces, erection of gates, 
fences and walls, as well as improvements, 
additions or other alterations to the 
external appearance of a house such as 
replacement of windows, doors, gutters, 
drainpipes and re-roofing. 

information on how to apply for planning 
permission can be found on our website 
and the Scottish governments e-planning 
website.

do i need A Building Warrant?
a building warrant is the legal permission 
to start building work, or to convert or 
demolish a building and may be required 
even if planning permission or listed 
building consent is not. please contact your 
local Council’s Building Standards Officer. 
 

Advertisement Consent
Advertisements are defined as any word, 
letter, model, sign, placard, board, notice, 
awning, blind, device or representation, 
whether illuminated or not, and employed 
wholly or partly for the purposes of 
advertisement, announcement or 
direction. Many advertisements will 
require advertisement consent, in addition 
to listed building consent and planning 
permission. You can check this by seeking 
advice from the planning Helpline.

What	is	a	Certificate	of	Lawfulness?	
an application can be made to the 
National Park Authority for a Certificate of 
Lawfulness where written confirmation is 
required that proposals do not constitute 
a ‘material change’ and that Planning 
permission is not required.

Biodiversity
Some species of animals and plants are 
protected by law. 

The levels of protection varies but for most 
species it is illegal to kill, injure, disturb 
or take such species from the wild. if it 
is suspected that a european protected 
Species such as bats, could be potentially 
affected by proposed works, then a survey 
must be undertaken. More information 
on european protected Species, survey 
work and relevant licenses is available from 
Scottish natural Heritage website and also 
the national park authority’s place-making 
and design Supplementary guidance.

in addition the Wildlife and countryside 
act 1981 gives protection, with certain 
exceptions, to all birds, their nests and 
eggs. 

consequently, projects need to be 
specifically programmed to allow survey 
work to be undertaken, and mitigation 
measures taken if required, prior to work 
commencing on site.

Aberfoyle Killin Viaduct (A) Spittal Cottage, Gartmore
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4.1 Further information

Loch Lomond & the trossachs  
national Park Authority
Planning & rural development service:

 planning@lochlomond-trossachs.org
  www.lochlomond-trossachs.org/planning

Built environment Adviser
  BuiltHeritage@lochlomond-trossachs.org

  http://www.lochlomond-trossachs.org/
planning/conservation-areas/menu-
id-593.html

  http://www.lochlomond-trossachs.org/
planning/listed-buildings/menu-id-592.html

Archaeology Adviser
 enquiries@wosas.glasgow.gov.uk

 www.wosas.net

Historic environment scotland
 0131 668 8600
 www.historicenvironment.scot

snH
Licensing enquiries:

 licensing@snh.gov.uk
  http://www.snh.gov.uk/protecting-

scotlandsnature/species-licensing

Planning & renewables unit:
  www.snh.gov.uk/planning-and-

development/contacts

Local	Area	Office:
 FORTH@snh.gov.uk

scottish Government
 eplanning.scotland.gov.uk/WaM/

contact details

Argyll and Bute Council
Building standards

 01546 605518

Perth and Kinross Council
Building standards

 01738 475300 or email  
 buildingstandards@pkc.gov.uk. 

 
stirling Council 
Building standards 

 01786 233600

West dunbartonshire Council
Building standards

 01389 737000 
  building.standards@west-dunbarton.gov.uk
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Legislation
The planning (listed Buildings and 
conservation areas) (Scotland) act 1997 
as amended by the Historic environment 
(amendment) Scotland act 2011

The Town and country planning (general 
permitted development)(Scotland) 
amendment Order 2011

The Town and country planning (Scotland) 
act 1997

The equality act 2010

The conservation (natural Habitats etc) 
Regulations 1994 as amended in Scotland

Wildlife and countryside act 1981

Listed Buildings
To check if your building is listed please 
contact either:

national Park Authority  
 planning@lochlomond-trossachs.org

Historic environment scotland
 www.historicenvironment.scot

national strategies, Policies  
and Guidance
Our place in Time – The Historic 
environment Strategy for Scotland  
(4 March 2014)

Scottish planning policy (Spp) June 2014

The following are free to download or order 
from Historic environment Scotland’s 
website:

•  Historic environment Scottish policy 
Statement June 2016

•  Managing change in the Historic 
environment guidance notes 
(translates the Historic environment 
Scottish policy Statement into 
everyday context and language)

•  Scotland’s listed Buildings - a booklet 
explaining what listing means for 
owners and how buildings are assessed 
for listing

•  INFORM Guides – a series of leaflets on 
specific conservation and maintenance 
issues relating to traditional buildings. 

•  Short guides – including Maintaining 
Your Home and Sash and case 
Windows

•  guide for practitioners 6: conversion of 
Traditional Buildings, application of the 
Scottish Building Standards

•  new design in Historic Setting

Other technical advice notes,  
research reports, guides for practitioners 
and conservation case studies can  
also be accessed from the Historic 
environment Scotland website.

special Context of Loch Lomond  
& the trossachs national Park
conservation area appraisals (see llTnpa 
website)

a Building Stone and Slate Survey of the 
callander conservation area, recording, 
matching and sourcing for the built 
heritage. 2011 (see llTnpa website)

The Building Stones and Slates of Killin, 
an investigation of stone for the built 
heritage. 2010 (see llTnpa website)

Historic Shop appraisal for callander 
conservation area Regeneration Scheme 
(caRS) april 2010 (see llTnpa website)

loch lomond & The Trossachs national 
park non-inventory designed landscape 
Study 

Historic designed landscape Study 
(llTnp)

community action plans (loch lomond 
community partnership
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sustainable design and Construction
Renewables planning guidance (llTnpa)

design and placemaking Supplementary 
guidance (llTnpa)

protected species advice and further links 
– SnH website

landscape and urban design for Bats and 
Biodiversity, Bats conservation Trust 

Writing design statements and 
Conservation Plans
pan68 design Statements (2003)

design and access Statements – caBe 
(2006)

conservation plans, a guide to the 
preparation of conservation plans (Historic 
environment Scotland website)

design and placemaking Supplementary 
guidance  (llTnpa)

Appointing Professional Advisors
architects, including conservation 
accredited architects – Royal 
incorporation of architects – RiaS website

Building conservation – institute of 
Historic Building conservation website

landscape architects – landscape 
institute website

Structural engineers – institute of 
Structural engineers website

Surveyors – Royal institution of chartered 
Surveyors - RicS website

other useful sources of information 
or advice

 www.leadsheetassociation.org.uk
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4.2 Glossary

Architraves Moulded surround to an opening or recess.

Ashlar Masonry of large blocks in regular courses 
worked to even faces and carefully squared 
edges: the stones themselves are called 
ashlars and may have a polished, stugged, 
droved or broached (qv) finish.

Breathable membrane Breathable pitched roof underlay fixed 
beneath tiles and slates providing a 
secondary barrier to the ingress of rain, wind 
and snow.  Its use should negate the need for 
other roof ventilation measures.

Casement window A side-hung hinged opening window

Check A long, step shaped or rectangular recess 
(window opening).

Chimney head That part of a chimney which rises above the 
level of the roof containing one flue.

Chimney stack A number of chimney heads grouped 
together in one structure containing more 
than one flue.

Conservation Area Appraisal Its purpose  is to define and evaluate 
the character and appearance of a  
Conservation Area; to identify its important 
characteristics and ensure that there is 
a full understanding of what is worthy of 
preservation.  

Conservation Plan A conservation plan is a useful tool to assist 
those with responsibility for individual parts 
of the built heritage to consider the needs of 
their site, building, monument or landscape 
and how it can be effectively and efficiently 
managed.

Conservation type rooflights Low profile rooflight manufactured to 
replicate traditional designs, particularly 
suitable for listed buildings and properties in 
conservation areas. 

Coping Protective top member of any vertical 
construction such as a wall or chimney.

Cornice (interior) Decorative plaster moulding along the top of 
an interior wall.

Cove Plaster moulding along the top of an interior 
wall.

Crown glass Glass blown in large circular discs and 
then cut into panes. Crown glass became 
increasingly popular from the middle of the 
18th Century.

Curtilage Any buildings or structures which formed part 
of the land associated with, or belonging to, 
the principal building at the time of listing are 
considered to be within the 'curtilage' of the 
listed building and are therefore considered 
part of it.
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Cylinder glass Sometimes known as” sheet” glass, was 
made by blowing a cylinder of molten glass. 
This cylinder was cut along its side and 
flattened out in a furnace, giving the glass a 
slightly rippled surface. Popular until the first 
half of the 18th Century.

Dado the lower portion of an internal wall above 
the plinth or skirting board and beneath the 
dado or chair rail, sometimes of plaster but 
often panelled timber

Design statement A short report accompanying and supporting 
a planning application. They provide a 
framework for applicants to explain how 
a proposed development is a suitable 
response to the site and its setting, and 
demonstrate that it can be adequately 
accessed by prospective users.

Development Plan A development plan sets out the National 
Park Authority’s policies and proposals for 
the development and use of land in their 
area. The development plan guides and 
informs day-to-day decisions as to whether 
or not planning permission should be 
granted.

Dressings Smooth  stone, normally for quoins or 
keystones and often found around door and 
window openings.

Edge strips Surface mounted fire door seals.

Enabling development New development required to facilitate the 
restoration of a listed building.

Escutcheon A flat piece of metal for protection and often 
ornamentation, around a keyhole, door 
handle, or light switch.

Fanlight A window over a door or another window, 
rectangular, semicircle or of half an ellipse.  
Integral fanlights are often incorporated into 
modern door design. 

Flashing  Thin pieces of impervious material,  usually 
lead, installed to stop water penetrating the 
junction of a roof with another surface

Haffit (or cheek) Often referred to as “cheek”. Vertical side of 
dormer.

Harl Scottish form of roughcast in which the 
mixture of the aggregate (small even-sized 
pebbles) and binding material (in traditional 
harl sand and lime) is dashed on to a masonry 
wall; in traditional harls the aggregate is in 
the mix (wet dash) in non-traditional 20th 
century harls the aggregate is dashed on 
separately (dry dash).

Intumescent paint Fire retardant paint.

Jib doors A secret door - a door made flush with a wall 
without dressings or mouldings and often 
disguised by continuing the finishings or 
decorations of the wall across its surface.
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Lime mortar Mortar composed of lime and an aggregate 
such as sand, mixed with water and applied 
to the joints between each stone.  Lime 
mortared and rendered stone buildings have 
a natural ability to both hold and evaporate 
moisture from the walls, thus maintaining 
a state of balance with the surrounding 
atmosphere – allowing the building to 
breathe.

Margins Margin framing an opening or emphasising 
the angle of a building.

Meeting rail (or transom) Where the top and bottom sashes on a sash 
and case window, meet.

Method statement Document detailing the scope of works to be 
undertaken and the materials and methods 
to be used in carrying them out.

Mortar fillets Mortar which provides a weathertight seal 
in a corner between roofing slates and a wall; 
used in place of flashing.

Mullion Upright member, timber or stone,  
separating windows.

Nibs Where removal of an interior wall is proposed 
a short projection of the  original wall, 
a nib, will be retained in situ  so that the 
original plan form of the building can still be 
understood.

Parapet gutters A rain gutter on a roof usually rectangular 
in shape,  usually lead, concealed behind a 
parapet.

Parapet wall A low wall, usually enclosing a roof, or a 
barrier on the edge of a terrace or bridge.

Permitted development Work that can be carried out without the 
need to obtain planning permission. Classes 
of development detailed in  the Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted 
Development) (Scotland) Order 1992, 
as amended. Also known as Permitted 
Development Rights(PDR).

Photovoltaic panel A method of converting solar energy 
into direct current electricity using 
semiconducting materials that exhibit the 
photovoltaic effect. A photovoltaic system 
employs solar panels composed of a number 
of solar cells to supply usable solar power.

Platt Broad doorstep.

Podded A room within a room.  A kitchen or bathroom 
where the services do not impact on the 
walls or fittings of the original building.

Pointing The application of mortar to exposed joints 
in masonry or brickwork.

Quoins Stones larger than those of which a wall is 
composed, or better shaped, and forming 
the corners of walls or door and window 
openings: if they project they are described 
as raised, and if with chamfered angles, 
rusticated.

Random rubble Rough masonry, unhewn building stone set in 
mortar, but not laid in regular courses.
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Restoration mortar Proprietary products manufactured for 
small scale, short-term repair of damaged 
masonry.

Secondary glazing An independent system fitted on the inside 
of existing windows.

Skewputt The lowest stone of a gable coping which 
generally projects and is moulded.

Skirting A wooden board running along the base of an 
interior wall.

Slim line double glazing Double glazing units that have a narrower 
depth than traditional double glazing units  
and are more appropriate for installing in 
existing window frames of Listed Buildings.

Solar thermal Solar thermal systems capture the free heat 
from the sun and use it to heat up water for 
use in the home.

Solar Slate Photovoltaic technology designed to 
replicate slate.

Traditional building A general term used to describe buildings 
usually built before 1919.  They are built  
using traditional materials such as stone, 
slate, timber and lime.

Tree preservation order (TPO) A TPO is a written order, which in general, 
makes it a criminal offence to cut down, 
top, lop, uproot, wilfully damage or wilfully 
destroy a tree protected by that order, or to 
cause or permit such actions, without the 
authority's permission.

Trickle vents Ventilation fitted into window sashes.

Wicking Is the ability of moisture to move in narrow 
spaces without the assistance of, and in 
opposition to, external forces like gravity.
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4.3 Conservation Area Maps 

© crown copyright and database rights 2015. Ordnance Survey 100031883

Callander Conservation Area drymen Conservation Area
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© crown copyright and database rights 2015. Ordnance Survey 100031883

Gartmore Conservation Area Killin Conservation Area
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© crown copyright and database rights 2015. Ordnance Survey 100031883

Luss Conservation Area Milton Conservation Area
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© crown copyright and database rights 2015. Ordnance Survey 100031883

st Fillans Conservation Area tyndrum Conservation Area
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